Inter-relationships between conditioned and primary reinforcement in the maintenance of cigarette smoking.
Research on smoking cessation has increasingly focussed on pharmacological aspects of nicotine and nicotine withdrawal. However, cigarette smoking also provides a characteristic set of sensory cues. These sensory aspects of smoking are important to address in that they may be potent conditioned reinforcing stimuli linked to the actions of nicotine. The repetition of the smoking act thousands of times per year by a moderately heavy smoker leads to a strong conditioned association between the sensory aspects of smoking (the putative CS) and the pharmacological effects of nicotine (the putative UCS). Strategies for disrupting CS-UCS associations may be useful in developing more effective smoking cessation treatments. These include: counterconditioning of the CS; presenting the CS alone; presenting the CS with the UCS but pharmacologically blocking the UCS; and presenting the CS and UCS in an unconnected fashion. The role of sensory cues in alleviating craving for cigarettes is discussed, and specific techniques for duplicating relevant sensory aspects of smoking without delivering significant doses of nicotine are described. The combination of nicotine and nicotinic antagonists to block primary reinforcement and hasten extinction of conditioned reinforcement is also considered.